
Unedited student comments- PAR 115: Intro to

Ethics (2019-2021)

� Dr. Smithson is an exceptional instructor. This course was online, so there wasn’t
much of an opportunity for group work; the discussion board allowed us to interact and
learn from our peers, which was an effective way to engage in constructive conversation.
Dr. Smithson’s feedback on assignments was helpful, and he was fair, understanding,
and often asked that I challenge myself to improve continuously. The course was well
worth the effort, and I’m glad I was able to learn from the subject matter.

� I think you do a great job teaching the material. I was excited to take ethics but
it exceeded my already high expectations

� Professor Smithson is a great Professor that really goes out of his way to help his
student. The way the course is set up is great and will help me understand the content.
I really like all of his writing assignment better than him giving us tests and quizzes
and it help me get a better understand. I would love to take any other class with this
Professor.

� Great teacher. I had a rough time starting out this summer with a car accident
plus a bunch of other things going on and he was very understanding and very helpful.
Would recommend this prof to students no matter what the class was!

� I really enjoyed this class and liked the way that it was set up!
� Wonderful instructor. Prompt, helpful and efficient.
� I really enjoyed reading your detailed feedback and responses on the discussion

posts. I really feel like your lecture videos made us get to know you and understand
your point of view. Great class!

� This class was very eye-opening for me. It was taught very well and each topic was
explained well enough for me to understand. I will recommend this class to anyone!

� I loved this course. Dr. Smithson did a fantastic job explaining the concepts in
this course and applying them to real life. He answered all emails very promptly and
was incredibly kind to review outlines and answer detailed questions. Dr. Smithson left
very helpful advice and critiques on every assignment and paper. I have taken a business
ethics course and a law ethics course and now introduction to ethics and Dr. Smithson’s
was by far my favorite out of those.

� I thought replying to everyones discussion posts was very helpful.
� An excellent instructor that is very helpful and knowledgeable.
� Excellent course taught by an excellent instructor
� Very excellent professor!
� Most of the time students must take a college class because it is a requirement for

their degree. Occasionally one finds they really enjoyed the subject and it is a happy
surprise. Dr. Smithson was thorough, professional and fair. Sometimes he was even
funny during his online lectures which is important because Ethics can be a dry topic
so I felt the teacher kept us interested and engaged.

� I thought he was a very good teacher!
� I really enjoyed how this class was organized, especially how Dr Smithson really

listened to us when we Brough forth issues about the class (especially opening up dis-
cussion boards earlier). I liked how thorough the feedback on our papers were and how
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interactive he was in our discussion boards. it really motivated us to get the work done
and to be as interactive as Dr Smithson was!
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